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Kai U Juergens, MD
Edwin van Beek, MD, PhD
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Editors in chief, World Journal of Radiology
Jin-Xin Kong, Science Editor
Dear Drs. Kong, Juergens, van Beek, and Vogl,
We are pleased to submit the revised manuscript entitled “Lymph node imaging in initial
staging of prostate cancer: An Overview and Update” in response to your editor’s comments
for publication in World Journal of Radiology. This submission is in response to your
invitation to submit a Review Article, as I have been involved as a peer reviewer for the
World Journal of Radiology. The Number ID is 02884690.
Manuscript ID: 33458
Manuscript Title:
Lymph node imaging in initial staging of prostate cancer: An
Overview and Update
Name of Journal:
World Journal of Radiology
Date of Sending for Revision: 2017-05-17
Deadline for Revision: 2017-05-31
Reviewer #1:
Reviewer Name: Anonymous
Review Time: 2017-04-14 19:57
Comments To Authors: This is a comprehensive review about Lymph node imaging in initial
staging of prostate cancer, of clinical interest and provide important information for clinical Drs.
Maybe 1-2 more set of MRI with LN metastasis pictures will be helpful!
Classification: Grade A (Excellent)
Language Evaluation: Grade A: priority publishing
Conclusion:
Accept
Response: Thank you for this review and for your interest in our manuscript. While we
would certainly like to provide additional images, we have included the best example of a
normal lymph node and an abnormal lymph node on MRL.
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Reviewer #2:
Reviewer Name:
Stefano Arcangeli
Review Time: 2017-04-29 22:35
Comments To Authors: This is a timely written review on lymph node imaging in initial staging
of prostate cancer. The topic is hot, the paper is well written and summarized in excellent tables
and figures. It can be therefore suitable for publication, without further comments. Pag 19, line
6th: "USPIO" instead of "USIPO"
Classification: Grade B (Very good)
Language Evaluation: Grade A: priority publishing
Conclusion:
Accept
Response: Thank you for this positive review. The requested change on page 19, line 6 has
been updated.
Revisions have also been made according to the editor’s instructions including addition of a
core tip, submission of an audio file, submission of individual image files, revision of the
number citations throughout the text, revision of the references to include authors and
PubMed citation.
This manuscript has not been published and is not under consideration for publication in
any other journal. All authors have approved of the final version of this manuscript.
We hope that you will find our revised submission of sufficient quality to warrant
publication. Thank you for your time and your review.
Sincerely,
Jessica G Zarzour, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Radiology
University of Alabama at Birmingham
619 19th Street South, JTN 357
Birmingham, AL 35249
205.934.7978
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